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RECENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE RADOVANU
DAVAE IN CĂLĂRAŞI COUNTY.
Constructions and Fire Installations
DONE ŞERBĂNESCU, CRISTIAN SCHUSTER,
ALEXANDRU S. MORINTZ, LAURENŢIU MECU

Keywords: Radovanu, Getic fortified settlements, recent researches, constructions and fire installations.
Abstract: This article presents the results of the new archaeological campaigns of 2004-2009 from the two Radovanu davae.
Surfaces investigated, excavation methods used, as well as the magnetometric prospections were referred to.
Surface constructions and their utility, especially the ones of Second Gorgana, the deepened dwellings of the
First Gorgana as well as the various types of fire installations (domestic hearths, altar-hearths, ovens) are taken
into discussion.
Cuvinte-cheie: Radovanu, aşezări getice fortificate, cercetări recente, construcţii şi instalaţii de foc.
Rezumat: În articol, sunt prezentate rezultatele noilor campanii arheologice din perioada 2004-2009, în cele două davae de
la Radovanu. Se fac referiri la suprafeţele investigate, la metodele de săpătură alese, precum şi la măsurătorile
magnetometrice efectuate. Sunt luate în discuţie construcţiile de suprafaţă, în special, cele de pe Gorgana a doua,
rostul acestora, locuinţele adâncite de pe Gorgana întâi şi diferitele tipuri de instalaţiile de foc (vetre menajere,
vetre-altar, cuptoare).

1

Şerbănescu et alii 2005. The location was also called Gherghelău:
Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985, 5. The interesting fact is that, today, as a
consequence of the intense archaeological activity developed here, the
villagers started to call this location La Muzeu (At the Museum)!

2

Regarding the term dava, also see: Russu 1967, 162 f.; Russu 1981, 82;
Vulpe A. 1976; Crişan 1977, 290 f.; Florescu 1980b; Coteanu 1981, 22;
Babeş, Suceveanu 1996, 27 f.; etc.

3

About the Radovanu culture, see Morintz 1978, 143 ff.; Morintz 1985,
7-21; Schuster, Şerbănescu 2007.

4

Mentioned by some authors in the literature as Gherghelău: Comşa
1989. Radu Florescu also uses the term Gărgălău (Florescu 1980a,
288), when he refers to the existence of a Neolithic settlement, “dating
from Vidra phase of Boian culture”, supposed to have been researched
at Radovanu!?

Foundation5 and EnviroSystems Inc.6), Bulgaria (Tutrakan Museum7, Isperih Museum8), Great Britain
(University of Edinburgh9) and Romania (“Valahia”
University from Târgovişte10, The Lower Danube
University from Galaţi11, “Teohari Antonescu” Giurgiu
County Museum12, “Aurel Sacerdoţeanu” County
Museum in Râmnicul Vâlcea13, “Sebastian Morintz”
The National Museum of Alba Iulia14, Association for
the support of multi-disciplinary and archaeological
research in Olteniţa).
The abundance of archaeological vestiges
found in Radovanu Village draws the archaeologists’
attention since the early 20’s15. Back then, young
5

We refer to Mr. John Crary and Mr. David Monsees, who directly
participated in the 2009 field researches, in 2004 respectively (together
with Caroline Monsees), and to whom we are honored to convey our
thanks for the financial and logistic support granted to the Radovanu
researches and not only those.

6

We mention Christine Markussen (2009). We hope that the magnetometric investigations from Radovanu as well as from other archaeological sites in Romania (Iepureşti; see Kogălniceanu, Morintz, Markussen
2010), will be helpful to her scientific career.

7

We mention our colleague Emil Petkov (2006-2008).

8

We mention Mrs. Theodora Vassilieva (2009).

9

Mrs. Claire Rennie (2008).

10

Research fellows Cristina Constantin (2005), Laurenţiu Mecu (20052009), Alexandru Nălbitoru (2006-2009), Tiberiu Nica (2006-2007) and
students.

11

Mrs. Simona Lungu (2005-2007).

12

Mr. Andrei Mocanu (2005-2007) and Mrs. Raluca Dumitru-Kogălniceanu (2008-2009).

13

Mr. Ionuţ Tuţulescu (2008-2009).

14

Our colleague Cristinel Fântâneanu (2008).

15

Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985, 5 f.; Schuster, Şerbănescu 2007, 244 f.
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I

n 2004 archaeological researches at Radovanu (Second Gorgana1) were resumed after the agreement concluded between The Gumelniţa
Civilization Museum, Olteniţa County, and “Vasile
Pârvan” Institute of Archaeology – Thracology Center
from Bucharest. Their main aim was the continuous
investigation of the fortified Getic settlement (dava2)
and of the Late Bronze Age establishment located
here (Radovanu culture3). The First Gorgana’s problem was also discussed4 with this occasion (the second dava from Radovanu) and the higher terrace situated behind these fortified Getic settlements, filled
with same period discoveries.
The micro region’s interdisciplinary research
project gained over the time an international character
after the implication of various institutions and persons
from United States of America (ArchaeoCommunity
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same period were found21. Graves were
also discovered in Porcului Lake Valley
area22.
Between Pe Neguleasă and Valea
lui Petcu Maria Comşa23 researched on
a length of more than 100 m, starting
from 1960 until the late 80’s, a settlement
whose first chronological phase was
established in the sixth century AD and
whose existence lasts until 10th century
AD24. The Romanian village was in the
same area starting with 5th-7th centuries,
strengthened with ditches that were
meant to make the separation from the
valley. Moreover, in Pe Neguleasa point
the community’s graveyard was placed25.
The perimeter located northeast, dating from the 6th-10th centuries
settlement, at the point named Pe
Neguleasă, was also used as an area
designed for producing pottery and for
Fig. 1. View taken by plane with the two davae from Radovanu (apud CIMEC).
pottery firing, a reliable evidence, among
others, being a web pottery or ceramics
Gheorghe Ştefan surveyed the high terrace on the
kiln
dating
from
10th century AD26, along with others
right side of Argeş River. Barbu Ionescu was also inth
th
27
terested in this area and even made a few trenches dating from 6 -8 centuries AD . A considerable
on the Second Gorgana, as well as Expectatus Bujor group of iron weapons and tools (anvils, coulters,
which belonged very
who excavated in 1962 a large-scale trench (55.00 x battle axes, and arrowheads)
28
likely
to
a
forge’s
inventory
was
discovered in the
1.20 m, with depths up to 1.20 m), which sectioned
th
peripheral
area
of
a
10
century
settlement.
16
the settlement from northeast to southeast . Besides,
Maria Comşa investigated in 1967 the remnants
traces of this ditch as well as Ionescu’s trenches were
of
a
pottery
kiln29 “carved in the slope situated North of
also detected by the new investigations conducted
in 2004-200917. Some of the archaeological pieces the fortified Getic settlement (Second Gorgana), in the
rescued over the years by Gheorghe Ştefan, Barbu bank situated peripheral of the unfortified settlement
Ionescu and Expectatus Bujor were analyzed in arti- (from the terrace behind the Second Gorgana), which
cles and studies published since the early 60’s in the continues towards north and north west of the dava
mentioned above, on the right of the road leading to
20th century18.
Radovanu, Căscioarele village” in the point known as
19
We also remind Barbu Ionescu’s trenches
30
st
made over the years on the terrace from behind La Fraţii Dincă” . Dating from the first half of the 1
the two mounds, which ended with the discovery of century BC, the kiln had a shape of a truncated cone,
materials dating from Bronze Age (Tei and Radovanu with a horizontal lattice supported by a median wall.
In the point Valea lui Petcu (2), the researches
cultures), Early Iron Age (Hallstatt) and Late Iron Age
made
also by Maria Comşa in the 80’s led to the
/ Getic discoveries.
identification
of several surface dwellings, huts and
At the western end of Coadelor Valley, about 1.5
annexes
dating
from 9th-10th centuries AD31. These
km west from Radovanu, outside the city area, Barbu
Ionescu identified in 1959 in the location La Muscalu structures belonged “mostly to ancient/old Romanian
who came
a fortified Neolithic settlement, later investigated by population”, but also to certain “individuals
th
from
the
north-pontic
area
during
the
9
century,
and
20
Eugen Comşa for over 25 years, starting with 1960 .
which
came
into
contact
with
the
local
population,
In the same valley slope in the Pe Neguleasă point,
32
two graves and a surface construction dating from the being assimilated by it in a relatively short time” .
Unfortunately information regarding the respective excavations is insufficient (Expectatus Bujor, Barbu Ionescu, Archives of Gumelniţa
Civilization Museum in Olteniţa, File 1961-1967, page 42) or are totally
missing.

16

17

18

Thus the Expectatus Bujor trench was noticed in Surface 1/2008 and
O/2008, and Barbu Ionescu sondages were identified in Trenches nos.
XXI-XXII, XXV and Surface Q.
Preda 1966; Cassan-Franga 1967; Glodariu 1974, 259, no. 84: reffers to
a bronze coin accidentally discovered in 1943 at Radovanu (Şerbănescu
1987, endnote 5, thinks that “the discovery year must be earlier”); Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985.

21

Comşa 1990, 17.

22

Comşa 1990, 104 ff.

23

Comşa M. 1981.

24

Comşa M. 1975.

25

Comşa M. 1977, 310 f.
Comşa M. 1971.

26
27

Comşa M. 1981, 241 ff. and fig. 1.

28

Comşa M., Gheannopoulos 1969.

29

Comşa M. 1985, 172 and fig. 1.

30

Comşa M. 1986, 143 ff.

19

The information regarding these excavations is little.

31

Comşa M. 1989.

20

Comşa 1972; Comşa 1976; Comşa 1986; Comşa 1990.

32

Comşa M. 1989, 146.
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between 10-16 meters and a base width of 3 to 5
meters separates the northern side from the terrace.
Most likely, both natural factors and human activity
(starting perhaps with the Getae) may have increased
the valley’s size, providing the dava a more effective
defense. The southwestern-northwestern side is the
last one flanked by a wide natural valley.
Over the time, all three sides were affected by
the erosion phenomenon, which is easy to recognize
in the edge’s north-west-southeastern part, where
a portion of the dava was destroyed as a result of
massive landslides. Gorgana was divided in two areas
/ sectors (Sector I and II) a northern and a southern
one by reason of a more efficient archaeological
investigation. This division/segmentation occurred in
1971 (the year in which systematic researches began)
after outlining the northwestern-southeastern oriented
33
34
35

36

37

First Gorgana
At about 450 meters downstream from Second
Gorgana is another terrace edge which was severely
affected by the works made for the Danube-Bucharest
Canal (Figs. 1 and 14). Here, a significant amount
of earth was excavated and used for the Argeş
River right side embankment. We believe that the
mound was destroyed more than 5/6, especially after
38

Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985, 6 and fig. 2.

39

Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985, 6 and fig. 2.

40

Şerbănescu 1998: Trenches I/1971 (78.00 x 1.50 m), II/1971 (34.50 x
1.50 m), III/1972 (26.00 x 2.00 m), IV/1972-1973 (24.00 x 2.00 m),
V/1972 (25.00 x 2.00 m), VI/1973 (35.60 x 2.00 m), VII/1973 (23.00 x
2.00), VIII/1973 (23.00 x 2.00 m), IX/1975 (21.00 x 2.00 m), X/1975
(33.00 x 2.00 m), XI/1976 (33.00 x 2.00 m), XII/1976 (16.00 x 2.00
m), XIII/1976 (13.00 x 2.00 m), XIV/1976 (34.50 x 2.00 m), XV/1977
(33.00 x 2.00 m), XVI/1977 (34.00 x 2.00 m), XVI/1977 (34.00 x
2.00 m), XVII/1977 (28.00 x 2.00 m), XVIII/1979 (10.00 x 2.00 m),
XIX/1979 (24.00 x 2.00 m), XX/1979 (8.00 x 2.00 m), F/1976 (32.00
x 3.00 m). Outliers between Trenches nos. X, XV and XVI were dismanteled in their southern area, creating thus Trench E. Cf. Morintz,
Şerbănescu 1985, fig. 2.

41

Cassette A (4.00 x 2.00 m) was outlined parallel to Trench no. I, at the
northwestern border of the site, see Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985, fig. 2.

42

Şerbănescu 1998: Trenches nos. VIIA/1975 (36.00 x 2.00 m) and
IA/1984 (41.00 x 2.00 m) and cassettes (5.00 x 2.00), cf. Morintz,
Şerbănescu 1985, fig. 2.

Regarding the term “gorgană”, see Morintz, Schuster 2004, 27 with lit.
Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985, 5; Schuster, Şerbănescu 2007, 245.
Radovanu micro zone belongs to eastern Burnas Plain. For further
information concerning the respective geographical unit see: Basarabeanu, Bordânc, Vlăsceanu 2005, 243 ff.
The altitude above sea level is 50 m (Second Gorgana), 53 m (First
Gorgana) respectively.
The 3D model of the Second Gorgana was also made, see Morintz,
Schuster 2004, 50 f. and pl. XXXV-XXXVII; Schuster, Morintz,
Chelmec 2005.

43

It was 4.00 x 3.00 m. See Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985, fig. 2.
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The emplacement of the two
davae
Returning to the two points
the Getic davae are located, Second
Gorgana and First Gorgana33, it must
be noted that they are placed on the
high terrace from the right side of the
former course of the river (Fig. 1)34. In
the Getic period, but also in prehistory,
it is very probable that the river covered
the terrace lower parts35. Argeş River
belongs currently to the area, about
2-2.5 km east, which was meant to
be the Danube-Bucharest Canal.
Certain is the fact that today the two
sites are placed at 35 m, respectively Fig. 2. Radovanu – Second Gorgana (photo by Gh. Celmec).
38 m, above the northeastern part
Trench no. I (78.00 x 1.50 m)38. Both sectors were
of the village36. There are about 15
km southeast from Radovanu until the place where divided one after another in two by a ditch – Trench no.
39
Argeş River is flowing into the Danube, near Olteniţa. VII/1973 & VIIA/1975 (59.00 x 2.00 m) , disposed in a
Otherwise, upstream to the northwest at about 44 km cross over Trench no. I. In this way, two subdivisions
from the two Radovanu davae is situated the well- were constituted in Sector II: Sector IIa, placed in the
known fortified settlement from Popeşti-Nucet (Giurgiu northwestern part of the mound and Sector IIb in the
County). Danube’s meadow can be seen in straight southeastern part of the terrace edge.
Sector I, triangle shaped, was entirely excavated
line towards south at 11 km, in the same direction, at
over the campaigns conducted between 1971-1973,
6 km being located Căscioarele dava.
1975-1977 and 1979. In this area were 22 trenches40
41
The archaeological campaigns from 1971- and a small trench (A) , the area investigated being
over 1.262 sq meters. In Sector II were excavated
1973, 1975-1977, 1979, 1984, 1988
only two trenches, namely Trench no. VIIA/1975, in
Second Gorgana
The terrace edge on which the Second Gorgana Sector IIb Trench no. IA/1984 and a small additional
42
43
dava was raised has a triangle shape, with a surface trench (C) . Cassette B was made in the IIa sector’s
of about 4,000 sq meters (Figs. 1-2)37. The northwest- subdivision, parallel with Trench no. I, at the northsoutheast oriented side is parallel with the riverbed. western end of the dava. The entire researched area
A 9 to 13 meters deep valley with a mouth opening totaled 176 sq meters.
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Fig. 14. Radovanu

– First Gorgana (foto Gh. Celmec).
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analyzing and comparing older maps with villagers’
oral information. Unfortunately, due to natural erosion
and rainfall, landslide phenomena are inevitable, still
affecting the site’s integrity.
Barbu Ionescu undertook small-scale excavations44 also on the First Gorgana, leaving traces
noticed through our investigations made in 2008200945. In 1988 Eugen Comşa practiced a mechanized
stratigraphic excavation in the mound’s area spared
by the Danube-Bucharest Canal works, sectioning the
defense bank over a width of about 4.00 m46.
The archaeological campaigns from
2004 to 2009
Second Gorgana
Starting with the year 2004 researches
at Radovanu were resumed in Sector II area47

Fig. 3. Radovanu

(Fig. 3). The excavation technique
was the same as the one practiced
in the past, through different length
and 2.00 meters wide trenches. The
investigations reached the sterile
ground/ earth in some trenches, its
depth ranging between 1.30-1.55 m.
In those trenches where Late Bronze
Age complexes were found, whether
domestic huts or residual pits / holes,
the depth reached was 3.16 m.
Investigations from 2004-2008
period led to the conclusion that the
Getic stratum belonging to the first
two levels (II and I) had a thickness of
generally 0.90 to 1.05 m towards the inner edge and
versus the current northwestern-southeastern edge,
which becomes thinner, until it reaches 0.45 m48.
The Late Bronze Age was represented in Sector
II by a much thinner layer than in Sector I especially
in the northeastern edge of sector IIb subdivision.
As Trench no. XXIII/2004 documented, the thickness
reached 0.20m.
The archaeological material belonging to the
Getic period was quite abundant49. The Getic pottery
was diverse, almost all vessel shapes corresponding to
the repertory of the classic period being represented.
The most frequent forms found are: jars, the so-called
rush-light cups, the Dacian fruit bowls shaped by hand
which sometimes have fretted leg, wheel-shaped fruit
bowls, clay colanders, lids, Getic relief decorated

– Second Gorgana. Magnetometric map measurements (D. Monsees).

44

Information on this subject is equally missing as the one from Second
Gorgana.

48

45

Barbu Ionescu made a small survey (1.00 m width, 0.65 m depth) precisely on the bank’s arch.

Previous excavations showed that the Getic level thickness from Sector
I was of about 0.90-1.00, cf. Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985, 6.

49

46

Comşa 1989.

47

Şerbănescu et alii 2005.

We will take it into consideration with another occasion. The animal
bone remains were brought into our colleague’s attention, Georgeta El
Susi (El Susi 2009).

50

Morintz, Şerbănescu 1985, fig. 2.

51

Şerbănescu 1985, 21 f. and fig. 2. It is supposed that the ditch circled
the settlement during the first phase of the Getic level. Later, during the
second Getic phase, the palisade was dismantled and the ditch covered,
most likely in order to gain space or for other reasons. The ditch identified in Sector I by Trenches nos. I, XIV, XVII and XIX and in Sector IIb
by Trench no. IA, was around 3.20-3.80 m deep and 3.75 to 4.20 m.
wide. The field information is not sufficient for us to say if there was
also a bank or a palisade.

52

Şerbănescu et alii 2006.

53

Şerbănescu et alii 2007.

54

Şerbănescu et alii 2008.

55

Şerbănescu et alii 2009.

56

Christine J. Markussen, EnviroSystems Manegements Inc., United
States of America.

57

John Crary, ArchaeCommunity Foundation, United States of America.

58

An early way of putting these into value along with previous observations was the poster presented in 2010 in Granada, Spain, during
Computer Applications and Quantitative Methods in Archaeoloy. See
Markussen, Morintz, Monsees 2010.

59

Şerbănescu et alii 2008, 248.
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bowls, fragments of local produced amphorae.
had the dimension of 16 sq meters (meaning 4.00 x
Import Hellenistic products consist mainly of 4.00 m) and one of them had only 12 sq meters (3.00 x
Cos, Pseudocos, Heracleea Pontica type amphorae or 4.00 m) because of a ravine. Taking into consideration
from other unidentified production centers, fragments the waved surface of the respective mound area, the
of relief decorated bowls or other reduced dimension maximum depth reached was -0.98 m.
vessels.
2007 Campaign
2004 Campaign
In that year Surfaces M-Q were opened. They all
In IIa Sector area were initially outlined had a 16 sq meters extent and were placed along with
two trenches, no. XXI and XXII (Fig. 3). These the ones outlined in previous campaigns54. Because of
were disposed in parallel with Trench no. VIIA50, the collapsed terrain, the depth reached was different,
perpendicular on the promontory’s eastern edge. An the maximum depth reached being -0.53 m.
outlier of 1.00 m was left among them. Each trench
was 32.00 m long and 2.00 m wide. A third surface,
2008 Campaign
Trench no. XXIII, 33.00 m, long and 4.00 m wide, was
Seven surfaces (R-Z) were made, placed at
opened in IIb Sector, southeast from the other two a distance of 1.00 m west of the surfaces made in
trenches (Fig. 3).
previous years55. Such cassettes had also the 4.00 x
These trenches revealed the fact that on the 4.00 m dimensions. Their purpose was the same as in
actual northwestern-southeastern side of the Getic Surfaces A-Q, the research of the second Getic level.
settlement there are no traces of the ditch with U The maximum depth of -0.76 m was reached.
shaped profile, detected by the earlier excavations in
An interesting situation was revealed by Surface
the southern side51.
no. 1, opened in the settlement’s northwestern area.
If it existed in ancient times also on this In this surface the archaeological materials were
northwest-southeast side, it was destroyed due to revealed after only few centimeters, unlike the other
landslides frequent and visible today in the area, surfaces excavated in IIa Sector, in which the materials
directly on the ground, but also easily discernible by were uncovered at the depth of -0.30-0.40 m.
studying the aerial and satellite photographs.
2009 Campaign
2005 Campaign
Due to financial impossibility, in 2009 we did not
In this year’s campaign the investigation of carry out excavations on Second Gorgana. Instead,
some complexes identified in Trenches nos. XXI-XXII the American team of the interdisciplinary internafrom 200452 was continued. Along with the above tional project Radovanu microregion (Christine J.
mentioned trenches was outlined Trench no. XXV (Fig. Markussen56 and John Crary57) undertook another se3), its purpose being to offer a more understandable ries of magnetometric prospections. The result was a
image of the houses partially investigated in the set of maps made in various graphic systems which
previous year. Excavated in IIa Sector also, this trench offered new valuable information for the future camwas placed 1.00 m. northwest from the Trench no. paigns, but mostly validated earlier measurements58.
XXI, and had a length of 34.00 and a width of 2.00 m.
The research continued in Trench no. XXIII, but this
one turned out to be not so rich in complexes.
First Gorgana
2007 Campaign
2006 Campaign
In this year’s campaign was embanked the
The 2006 campaign’s aim was the investigation profile of the trench outlined by Eugen Comşa59 in
of first Getic level’s layer53. Starting with that year 1988 through the defense bank. On this occasion
the trench-system investigation applied at Radovanu his observations have been confirmed, thus the
– Second Gorgana was replaced by the research Getic defense bank had an average width of 12 and
on larger areas in order to identify better the layout a maximum height of 2.34 m (Fig. 15). The bank’s
model and spatial arrangement of the structures/ remaining part has a horseshoe shape with a length
constructions found in previous campaigns. Thus, of about 40 m.
12 cassettes were placed one meter away, north of
The analysis of the defense bank profile
Trench no. XXV, numbered from A to L, of which 111 suggests there is a layer of brown soil in the outer
western edge, which probably comes from the
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Fig. 15. Radovanu

– First Gorgana: The Getic vallum and defending ditches (photo by A. Nălbitoru).

defense ditch. This is followed by other thick layers of
yellow gluey clay which in case of humidity becomes
compact.
A parapet made of stone blocks was placed at
the edge of the bank, towards the fortified enclosure.
It had a not very deep foundation which served, most
probably, for the strengthening of the earth bank.
In time, the stone parapet was disaffected and as a
result, on the researched surface scattered stones
were found in a direction following the bank’s course/
trajectory.
An alignment of several surfaces (all with dimensions of 4 x 4 m) was designed for a better understanding of the situation inside the fortified enclosure
and of the defense ditches west of the bank, on the
east-west direction, in parallel with Eugen Comşa’s
section.
The remains of the stone parapet which
strengthened the earth bank were identified at a depth
of -0.70-0.90 m, in a cassette made in Surface C
placed inside the enclosure, which included the bank’s
lower part.
The stones were scattered as a proof that this
construction had been disaffected during the existence
of the Getic settlement fortification bank.
Few Eneolithic (Gumelniţa culture), Getic and
Bronze Age ceramic fragments, were gathered in
Surface J, located west of the settlement between the
two defense ditches from outside the enclosure, under
the vegetal layer at a depth of -0.05-0.15 m.
2008 Campaign
The defense bank investigations were conti-

nued60. Two prehistoric layers were identified at its
base, at a 2.34 m depth (measured from the bank’s
ridge). The first one, of about 0.07-0.10 m thick
and right under the Getic construction belongs to
Cernavodă I culture. The second one, more substantial
(0.15-0.25 m) consists of archaeological materials
attributed to Gumelniţa culture. Traces of a Gumelniţa
dwelling were noticed just bellow the bank’s center.
The house’s remains, as well as in the Cernavodă I
layer, were perforated by an inhumation grave with
the skeleton extended on the back oriented in an
approximately north-south direction.
2009 Campaign
All attention was focused in 2009 on the identification of the davae’s entire fortification system. In order to accomplish that, an east-west oriented trench of
50.00 x 2.00 m (Fig. 16) was outlined. This was placed
perpendicular on all defense ditches surrounding the
dava. This trench is a continuation of the one started
by Eugen Comşa in 1988.
It was noticed that the defense bank had 14.40
m at its basis and not 12 as it was originally believed.
Its height is 2.40 m. The Defense ditch no. 1, in U
shape, with a width of 3.30 m and a depth of 2.55 m is
located in the bank’s western part, at its basis.
Then the second defense ditch (Defense ditch
no. 2) which was researched, was placed at a distance of 3.20 m towards the first one. This one has
the superior part’s opening of 4.50 m and the depth
of 2.20 m; it is also U shaped. The two ditches have a
60

Şerbănescu et alii 2009, 180.
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circular configuration and follow closely
the bank’s course.
About 7 meters west of the Defense ditch no. 2 a third fortification
ditch was noticed (Defense ditch no.
3) with the width of 5 m and the depth
of 2.20 m. This ditch belongs to the
Getic period and it is also U shaped.
Its route forms however a wider circle
and includes in its enclosure a small hill
located near the settlement. Also, the
ditch’s edges are holding on the abrupt
coast/bank from east of the dava.
Magnetometric prospection undertaken by Christine Markussen and
John Crary focused on the above
mentioned small hill located northwest
of the settlement and protected by
Fig. 16. Radovanu – First Gorgana: The Getic vallum (photo by A. Nălbitoru).
the Defense ditch no. 3. Several perstructure turned out to be false.
turbations have been observed, the
next step being the verification in the field through
Attempts of experimental archaeology
subsequent campaign excavations.
First experimental archaeology proceedings
61
at
Radovanu
were undertaken during 2007-2008,
The terrace behind the two davae
along
the
archaeological
researches carried out on
2009 Campaign
the
two
davae.
A
domestic
oven
was reconstituted and
The defense Ditch no. 4 with the superior width
also
fire
hearths
of
stone
and
clay
layers.
of 5.00 m was found also in the stratigraphic trench
outlined at 2.80 m from the third fortification ditch.
About the Getic constructions / structures
This ditch is placed precisely on the terrace edge right
Surface houses
where the grape wine plantations are. Identification
After
the 2004 excavations five Getic surface
of three logs placed on the very bottom of the ditch
constructions
were investigated62. We refer to Houses
suggests in the current stage of the investigation the
nos.
20-24,
found
in Trenches nos. XXI-XXII. The
existence of a possible palisade.
House
no.
25
remains
were documented in Trench
From the analysis of aerial and satellite photono.
XXIII.
Because
of
the
trench excavation method
graphs this ditch comes out as having a different route
but
also
of
the
dwellings
type
(without stake holes obthan the other three previously described ditches. It
servable
in
the
field)
it
was
difficult
to establish the
forms a circle on the grape wine terrain. We cannot
complexes’
exact
dimensions.
estimate yet to which chronologic or cultural phase
All these houses belonged to the second Getic
such ditch belonged.
level.
They
were trellis-worked in traditional system.
A housing complex (surface dwelling) belonging
Their
structure
is composed of poles fixed into the
to Late Bronze Age, Tei III culture was identified in the
ground,
the
space
between those poles being filled
small surface of the terrace researched until the grape
with
reed
or
vertically
arranged twigs over which on
wine plantation, at a depth of 0.30 m to 0.50 m. On
both
sides
of
the
wall
was placed a mixture of clay
the terrace edge, meaning in its eastern extremity,
and
chopped
straw.
These
walls with a thickness over
the large scale trench permitted the detection of an
0.20
m
were
then
smoothed
with a layer of clay thin of
area, not a layer as such, which was interpreted as
0.03/
0.05
m
and
later
were
dyed.
The poles, reed and
belonging to Cernavodă I culture, after the Eneolithic
twigs
prints,
which
formed
the
walls
internal structure,
archaeological materials. It could represent the rest of
can
still
be
seen
on
the
recovered
adobe fragments
a complex.
(Figs.
7-8).
Southeast of First Gorgana, a terrace ridge
It must be noted that the area on which the
can be seen, separated from a valley, with an
new
houses
were raised was previously prepared
advantageous position in the landscape. This point
by
the
addition
of a yellow clay leveling layer (with a
was previously field researched by Barbu Ionescu,
thickness
which
varied between 0.04 and 0.07 m). The
Sebastian Morintz and Done Şerbănescu. Random
dwellings’
floor
was
made of beaten and leveled clay.
archaeological materials attributed to Getic civilization
Dimensions
of
these
houses could not be determined
and Middle Iron Age / Hallstatt (Basarabi culture)
exactly,
for
above
mentioned
reasons.
were collected from the ridge surface. Magnetometric
All
researched
surface
constructions were
measurements / prospection did not mark out any
abandoned
after
having
been
destroyed by fire.
anomalies which would attest the existence of any
archaeological complexes.
61
Thus, our presumption that on this terrace could
Mecu, Nălbitoru 2009.
62
have been an observation tower or another Getic
Şerbănescu et alii 2005, 287.
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Fig. 4. Radovanu – Second Gorgana. Getic House no. 26 (photo
by C. Schuster).
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Fig. 7. Radovanu – Second Gorgana. Adobe
(photo by Gh. Chelmec).

Fig. 8. Radovanu – Second Gorgana.
Adobe (photo by Gh. Chelmec).

Vessels remaining broken and found in situ, a partially
buried ewer (with a 1.20 m diameter, found in House
no. 25 from Trench no. XXIII), grinders, weights, spindle whorls and metal, stone, bone and horn tools and
objects, also silver and bronze coins, were descovered in the remains of the houses.
Trench no. XXV/2005 allowed the identification
of three houses’ remains (House no. 23, found for the
first time in Trench no. XXI and Houses nos. 26 and
27) which were attributed to the second Getic level63.
The houses built in the trellis-work traditional system
had daubed walls tinkered with a yellowish substance.
An accumulation of river stones was found in
Houses nos. 21 and 23, without knowing their mea63

Şerbănescu et alii 2006, 279.

ning. Important observations were made regarding
the manner in which was prepared the area on which
House no. 26 was built. In the first stage, the debris
from former structures was removed, and then the terrain was leveled with a yellow clay layer 0.10-0.15 m
thick, over which a daubed floor with a thick layer of
0.03-0.05 m was formed.
The remains of another house (no. 28) were
observed in the northern edge of Trench no. XXIII.
Still we must mention that the thickness of the layer
containing archaeological material, spread on a relatively small area (oval, with the maximum diameter
of 2.32 m), was less consistent (adobe lumps with a
maximum length of 0.05 m), which led us to consider
this construction as being an eventual annex, and not
a house.
The research method consisting of excavating
larger surfaces used at Radovanu – Second Gorgana
and which continued in 2006, allowed a better investigation and understanding of Houses nos. 26 and 27,
previously identified in the former campaign64.
We believe that the last of the mentioned complexes, east-west oriented, was rectangular after the
way in which its burnt remains were spread (in oval
shape, with the maximum width of 3.67 m and a maximum length of 5.18 m).
The second dwelling, House no. 26, (Fig. 4) presented also an oval shape of the scattered materials,
was orientated the same as the previous construction,
and had the fire hearth in its north-eastern part. An
array of stake holes which might have probably supported a shelf was detected in A and B Surfaces, in
which the remains of the dwelling were also noticed.
The holes were placed not far from the fire installation
and had a 0.05 diameter.
The remains of a third surface construction
(House no. 14) were identified in Surfaces E and
F. This dwelling’s western side was investigated by
Sebastian Morintz and Done Şerbănescu in earlier
campaigns65. The house was north-south orientated,
rectangular, its remains being scattered over a surface
of 10.00 x 4.50 m. A small wall fragment was identified
in the north-eastern part of the construction, 0.31 m
long and around 0.03-0.04 m thick.
It is assumed this was a separating wall, given its position (northwest-southeast oriented) inside
the building. Houses nos. 28 and 2966 were found in
Surfaces O, Q and P, opened in 2007. These were
surface constructions belonging to the second Getic
level, as well as the ones identified in the previous
years. The first house appeared as a big agglomeration of stones, floor fragments and adobe fragments
with wattle prints coming from the walls. The floor pieces were from 0.07 to 0.10 m thick. This complex’s
maximum dimensions (east-west oriented) were 12.05
m length and 6.60 m height.
64

Şerbănescu et alii 2007, 285 f.
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House no. 14 was observed in Trenches nos. I, XVIII and XX, and in two
cassettes (A and B) disposed in parallel with Trench no. 1. Cf. Morintz,
Şerbănescu 1985, fig. 2.
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Şerbănescu et alii 2008, 247.
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Şerbănescu et alii 2009, 180.
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Şerbănescu et alii 2008, 248.
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Şerbănescu 1998.
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Schuster, Popa 2008, 33 and pl. VII/2.
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Şerbănescu 1985, 22 and fig. 3/1-4.
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Şerbănescu 1985, 22.

Sîrbu, Schuster, Popa 1997, 240 f. and fig. 3/2; Schuster, Popa 2008, 25
f. and pl. II/C3L1.
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House no. 29 was severely
disaffected by the antrophic interventions
(plowing and grape wine planting). The
house could not be exactly measured
because of the archaeological material
dispersion. This construction could have
been an annex and not a house.
Investigations undertaken in 2008
led to the identification of a large surface
dwelling belonging to the same second
Getic level67, in R, S, U and V Surfaces.
The House no. 30 (Fig. 5), east-west
oriented was measured after the material’s
dispersion. Thus, the dimensions are 13.40
x 8.62 m. Several pieces (max. thickness of
0.08 m) of the well-beaten yellow clay floor
were identified in the south-east side of a
fire installation.
The remains of two surface dwellings
Fig. 5. Radovanu – Second Gorgana. Getic House no. 30 (photo by C. Schuster).
(Houses nos. 10 and 11)68 were discovered
from the materials used in the dwellings’ structure.
also in Sector II, in Trench no. VIIA during
former excavations. They were partially in-vestigated. They should have been included in the houses walls.
Both were east-west oriented. House no. 10 had a Actually, Radovanu area as well as Muntenia’s area is
length of 6.50 m and House no. 11 was 10.00 m long. insufficient in this kind of raw material. The question
The dwellings researched until now in Sector II that can be asked instead is if the houses were covehad a general east-west orientation, the only exception red with reed or straw only, or whether the Getae used
being House no. 14 which was north-south oriented. It tiles, documented in both settlements’ sectors.
The 2007 First Gorgana‘s excavations identified
seems that we cannot speak about a rule considering
the
remains
of a Getic surface construction (noted
the houses orientation in the case of Radovanu –
71
House
no.
1)
at a -0.50 m depth, in the Surfaces A
Second Gorgana dava.
and
B
(each
with
4 x 4 m dimensions and an outlier
In the First Sector, a part of the complexes were
of
1.00
m
between
them), placed in the fortification’s
arranged north-south (Houses nos. 1, 5, 9, 12, 13
eastern
area.
It
had
the shape of an assembly of
etc.), and others east-west (Houses nos. 2, 4, 15, 16).
burnt
adobe
debris
with wattle and stick prints,
We find significant that the House no. 14 with its northceramic
fragments,
stones
and animal bones. The
south orientation guards / protects the easiest access
construction’s
orientation
was
east-west and the
way to the settlement’s entrance. The most accessible
archaeological
material
scattered
in oval form had a
entrance path to the plateau is today still the same.
maximum
2.34
x
4.60
m
dimension.
The dwelling was
Moreover, both previous and recent excavations
most
likely
rectangular,
without
a
fire
installation.
showed in that area, gatherings of river stones, which,
If
we
consider
the
construction
technique, the
very likely, in ancient times was a paved road.
used
materials,
the
structures’
dimensions
and interior
It is hard to tell if all surface constructions were
arrangements,
we
can
conclude
that
the
researched
used as houses. Perhaps most of them were, but
others certainly had a different role, such as goldsmith surface houses from Radovanu – First Gorgana and
workshops (House no. 1) or sanctuaries (House no. Second Gorgana fit in the Geto-Dacian period’s
29). Both structures were found in Sector I area69. characteristic model practiced in Muntenia.
Thus, upstream the Argeş River, the remains
House no. 29, found also in Sector II, showed diffeof
a
small
scale surface construction were found at
rent characteristics: a special type of fire-installation
Mironeşti-Conacul
lui Palade (House no. 1, with the
(hearths/ altars) was discovered.
perimeter
dimensions
of 1.34 x 2.63 m)72. The comThe statements made in the 1985 article regarding the houses from Radovanu – Second Gorgana70 plex was raised in the same traditional manner, had a
are still available after the 2004-2008 investigations. beaten clay floor, wattle and daub walls with adobes
All complexes of this type of the Getic II level proved and was provided with combustion installation. The
to be raised at the ancient ground level. The construc- traces of another dwelling, much larger, were docu73
tion technique, the used materials, the habit of “clea- mented also at Mironeşti-Coastă .
Northwest of Mironeşti, in the dava type
ning” before raising a new house and providing the
settlement
from Popeşti-Nucet (Giurgiu County) were
dwellings with one or more than one fire-hearths, all
researched
a series of surface houses, all constructed
these are Getic construction rules. Stones are missing
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with wooden beams and daubed wattle74. Most of
these structures had reed and straw roofs, but unlike
other Geto-Dacian sites from Southeast Romania,
here were used also tiles, local Greek imitations75.
Some constructions, the larger ones, were integrated
in “the palace” of an important person/ elite whose
residence was at Popeşti76.
The dwelling of 8 x 7 m near the “palace” needs
to be mentioned, as well as the one 7 x 6 m (believed
to have been a “kitchen”), another of 5 x 6 m and the
“storage area” of 5 x 5 m77. Also other dwellings for
example (House no. 1) in Trench Π (about 8 x 5 m)78
proved to be relatively big as well.
The uncovering of significant surfaces of the
dava, permitted Nona Palincaş79 to bring forth the
hypothesis that the settlement’s interior had been
allotted. In the same way, it was observed that, as a
kind of rule, near a construction an outbuilding had
been built.
Several surface dwellings80, without exact
dimensions, were investigated at Giurgiu-Malu Roşu. In Greaca-Prundu area (Giurgiu County), 16 surface constructions were discovered, all rectangular
shaped81.
In Schitu-Gaura Despei location (Giurgiu
County), along Neajlov River, two surface rectangular
houses were researched82, both northeast-southwest
orientated and having slightly round edges. The first
one (House no. 1) had a materials’ dispersion area of
1.83 x 1.10, and House no. 2 of 2.05 x 0.95 m.
The rectangular complex unearthed at Bila-La
Fântână was orientated north-south, its remains being
scattered over a surface of 1.70 x 0.86 m83.
In the Bucharest area, the Dudeşti point, House
no. 2 having a rectangular shape and 3.50 x 3 m
dimensions was researched84. Rectangular also, with
dimensions about 5 x 4 m, as House no. 8 seems to
indicate, were probably surface houses from Căţelu
Nou85.
In Căscioarele-Greaca-Prundu area can be
found several locations with Getic vestiges. Thus, in
the place called Şuviţa Hotarului were researched the
remains of a few surface dwellings86. Although these
places were only partially investigated, all evidence
indicates that their shape was rectangular. Also,
74

Vulpe R. 1966, 30 f.

75

Vulpe R. 1966, 31 and fig. 20/a.

76

Vulpe R. 1966, 31 and figs. C and 8, 10, 21.
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Vulpe R. 1966, 33 and fig. 22.
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Trohani 1997, 200 f.

79

Palincaş 1997, 183.

80

Popa 1995, 10; Păunescu, Alexandrescu 1997, 16 f.
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Sîrbu et alii 1996.
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Sîrbu, Schuster, Popa 1997, 239; Schuster, Popa 2009, 29 and pl. XII/
L1-L2.
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Sîrbu, Schuster, Popa 1997, 240 and fig. 4/2; Schuster, Popa 2009, 36
and pl. XVI/L1.

84

Turcu 1976, 45.
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Leahu 1963, 30; Leahu 1965, 58.
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Sîrbu, Damian 1996a, 20 ff.: Houses nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13,
15, 17, 18.

some were larger (up to 8 m long) with the entrance
from the southern part and some with the fire-hearth
placed on the northern side. The houses discovered
in Suharna point were both rectangular and oval87.
Most likely, the five houses from Valea Coşarului were
also rectangular88. In La Slom point was investigated
a single rectangular dwelling with round edges and
3.60 meters long89. The house from Valea Fântânilor,
House no. 4, turned out to be not too large (about 1.60
x 1.50 m)90. The dimensions of the six constructions
located at La Stână could not be determined with
precision91. It is plausible to think that they were also
rectangular, perhaps some even with round corners,
such as House no. 1. At Cătălui92, House no. 4 was
rectangular (with a 4.60 m length) such as House no.
10 (with a 7.65 length). The shape and dimensions of
Houses nos. 3, 5 and 6 could not be determined yet.
A series of surface dwellings were discovered
in the Vlădiceasca-Ghergălăul Mare settlement. Thus,
the remains of several rectangular (House no. 1 =
5.00 x 3.00 m; House no. 6 = 3.45 x 3.00 m; House
no. 7 = 4.15 x 3.15 m; House no. 12 = 2.35 x 2.75 m;
House no. 14 = 2.60 x 4.35 m; House no. 15 = 3.00 x
2.75 m), rhombic (House no. 2 = around 2.50 x 2.10
m), trapezium-shaped (House no. 11 = 3.00-4.60 x
3.90-4.50 m) and parallelogram shaped (House no. 8
= 3.95 x 3.75 m) structures were researched in 197393.
House no. 10, totally excavated, had trapezium shape
(4.20-2.90 x 4.15 m)94. Houses nos. 21 and 22 were
bigger, with the dimensions of about 10.50 x 8.00 m.
The 1975 Campaign allowed the investigation
of other surface constructions95. House no. 5 had
a trapezium-shape (2.80-4.25 x 3.50 m), same as
Houses nos. 24 (3.75-4.25 x 3.70-4.50 m), 25 (2.70 x
3.00-4.00 m), 27 (3.60-4.35 x 4.15 m), 28 (2.50-3.00 x
2.85 m), 33 (2.60-3.40 x 3.25 m), 41 (4.35 m long) and
43 (3.40-4.25 x 5.40 m); House no. 18 was rhombic.
Houses nos. 8 (3.00-3.15 x 2.55-3.20), 13 (3.20 x 4.00
m), 16 (3.50 x 4.50 m), 17 (3.15 x 4.50 m), 19 (3.65
x 5.50 m), 23 (3.40 x 4.00 m), 29 (2.70 x 3.80 m), 30
(5.80 x 7.35 m), 31 (4.85 x 5.45 m), 32 (2.50 x 3.75
m), 34 (3.70 x 4.80 m), 36 (with the length of 4.00
m), 37 (with a length of 4.30 m), 39 (with a length of
3.10 m) and 40 (4.55 x 6.10 m) were all rectangular.
Also rectangular was House no. 38, with the mention
that on its western side had a small oval apse (1.00 x
1.25 m). House no. 42 turned out to be pentagonal,
House no. 45 almost square-shaped (4.00 x 3.80 m),
and Houses nos. 46 (3.80 x 2.90 m), 48 (5.50 x 3.50
m), 49 (3.70 x 2.80 m), 53 (5.00 x 3.00 m), 54 and 56
87

Sîrbu, Damian 1996b, 36 f.: rectangular=Houses nos. 2 (with the length
of 5.60 m) and 3, oval = House no. 1 (diam. = 2.50 x 2.10 m).
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Sîrbu, Damian 1996d, 56 f.: Houses nos. 3, 4, 5, 6 (actual dimensions
= 2.50 x 1.25 m) and 7.
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Sîrbu 1996c, 61.
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Sîrbu 1996d, 65.
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Sîrbu 1996e, 74 f.: Houses nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 9.
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Cantacuzino, Trohani 1979, 265 ff.
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Trohani 1975b, 152 ff.
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Trohani 1987, 53.
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Deepened houses
The extension of Eugen Comşa’s trench which
sectioned the Getic defense bank towards east led
to the discovery of a Getic hut (House no. 2), inside
the Getic enclosure from Radovanu – First Gorgana.
The dwelling was provided with a domestic oven103.
Considering the fact that in the mentioned area the
complex is under ongoing research we cannot make
any statement yet regarding the real dimensions of
the structure.
Two huts were investigated in Trench Π from
Popeşti – Nucet. The southern length of House no. 2
was about 4.30 m. and the length on the northern side
of House no. 10 was 3.05 m104. Other huts were found

from earlier researches105.
In Giurgiu County also, near the County town
residence, older excavations led to the identification of
several huts, such as Deepened House no. 1 with an
oval shape and with a 12 sq meters surface106.
A number of 15 such complexes were found near
Radovanu, at the Chirnogi – Rudărie settlement107.
These had different shapes: trapezium (House no. 1
= max. Length of 4.20 x 3.10 m; House no. 9 = max.
length of 5.00 x 4.00 m), square (House no. 2 = 5.20
x 5.20 m; House no. 5 = aprox. 2.65 x 2.65 m; House
no. 13), rectangular (House no. 3 = 5.50 x 2.40 m;
House no. 4 = 5.80 x 3.30 m; House no. 11 = 3.75 x
4.45 m; House 17 = aprox. 3.70 x 3.00 m; House no.
18 = 3.40 x 1.75 m; House no. 20) and pentagonal
(House no. 12).
At Şuviţa Hotarului108 from the CăscioareleGreaca-Prundu horizon, a deepened house
(Deepened House no. 1) was found. A severely
damaged hut was detected also in Coinea I point109.
The Deepened House no. 1 from La Slom had round
corners and was, again, rectangular shaped (with the
length of 2.60 m)110.
The Deepened House no. 2 from Cătălui (6.40
x 3.40-3.08 m) had a trapezium shape111. Deepened
House no. 1 (with partially identified dimensions of 3.90
x 2.70 m) was rectangular, the same as Deepened
Houses nos. 7 (with a side long of 2.50 m), 8 (with a
2.38 length) and 9 (with a width of 2.30 m)112. Getic
huts dating from 2nd to 1st centuries BC were identified
in several points on Bucharest’s surface.
At Dudeşti an almost square-shaped complex
(3.00 x 2.80 m) with round corners was discovered113.
More deepened dwellings were revealed at Căţelu
Nou by previous excavations. The first four of them
had different shapes and dimensions (Deepened
House no. 1 was rectangular with “apse”; Deepened
House no. 2 resembling a “boomerang”; Deepened
House no. 3 almost square shaped; Deepened House
no. 4 almost rhombic with round corners)114.
Another four huts excavated in 1961, 19631964115, were: Deepened House no. 5 with rectangular
shape, Deepened House no. 6 eight-shaped,
Deepened House no. 7 with an irregular rhombic
shape along with oval-shaped Deepened House no.
8. The underground dwelling from Bragadiru (Ilfov
County) had the same shape116. The huts (nos. 5,
6 and 7) from Tânganu (Ilfov County) settlement
had a quadrilateral structure, all provided with fire105
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were rectangular . The complexes nos. 50 (6.40-4.00
x 5.00 m) and 52 (3.40x 3.10-2.40 m) were trapeziumshape.
The few houses that have been researched
in Bragadiru area (Ilfov County)97 showed their both
ellipsoidal and rectangular shape. All complexes had
reduced dimensions (for instance 4 x 3.25 m, 4.50 x
2.70 m).
At Grădiştea (Brăila County), 21 surface dwellings were investigated98. These were all rectangular
and with dimensions of 12 to 20 sq meters. The construction technique and materials were not different
from those at Radovanu.
Archaeological researches undertaken at
Popina Borduşani (Ialomiţa County) facilitated the
investigation of several dwellings dating from 2nd
century BC (Houses nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 12 and 13) – 1st
century BC (Houses nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 11)99.
If for several constructions it was not possible to
determine their dimensions, in the case of others it
can be stated that they had substantial surfaces (for
instance House no. 2 = 7.50 x 8 m; House no. 3 = 8.70
x 6.00 m).
In the well-known fortified settlement from Satu
Nou – Valea lui Voicu (Constanţa County) a series of
surface wooden houses, with reed and straw structure
were attested by the big amount of burnt adobes and
ash100. In this situation stones were also used (sandstone and limestone) even if not for raising the walls.
The terrain where the houses were to be constructed
(especially those belonging to the 3rd level) was previously leveled101. The houses had a rectangular shape
and the floor was made of yellow clay. The dwellings’
dimensions could not be generally established. The
remains of a northeast-southwest oriented house belonging to level I were spread over a surface of 3.50
x 2.25 m102.
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a fire-hearth, House no. 14 with an oven, and several
other houses had entrance stairs. Deepened Houses
nos. 17 and 18, especially the first one (oval, around
5.80 x 4.20 m) of considerable dimensions, had fire
installations of domestic use and also access stairs121.
Regarding their inventory, especially due to the
anthropomorphous clay figurines, miniature vessels,
fragments of human skull, horse skull (House no. 17),
it is conceivable to think of a cult role (maybe not while
its function was a habitation one, yet possibly after its
abandonment).
Several deepened houses without determined
dimensions were identified at Satu Nou – Valea lui
Voicu (Constanţa County)122. The same situation is
encountered at Olteni123 and Pietroşani124 (Teleorman
County).
About combustion instalations
Second Gorgana
Hearths
Exterior and interior fire hearths found in a
117
installations . Some huts discovered at Piscu Crăseries of dwellings were researched during 2004sani118 were also quadrilateral, with round corners.
2008 intervals. The hearths investigated were both
A series of huts were found in the Vlădiceasca –
exterior and interior, circular or rectangular, with 0.90
119
Ghergălăul Mare settlement .
to 1.30 m diameters (House no. 20 = 0.93 m; House
A number of similar structures were researched
no. 21 = 0.94 m; House 22 = 0.97 m; House no. 23
at Grădiştea (Brăila County) inside the dava type
= 0.95 m; House no. 24 = 1.00 m; House no. 26 =
settlement. Most of them were oval (Houses nos. 6, 7,
1.05 m; House no. 28 = 1.43 m; House no. 30 = 0.98
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16), round (Houses nos.
x 0.79 m). These were made of beaten clay or river
2, 4 and 5) or rectangular with round corners (Houses
stones (such as those from Houses nos. 23 and 24).
120
nos. 1 and 3) . The House no. 8 was provided with
The hearth from House no. 28
(Fig. 9), made exclusively of clay
superposed another one, raised in
the dwelling’s first phase, made on
a bed of clay (Fig. 10). This inferior
hearth was also rectangular but
was originally bigger (1.57 x 1.57
m).
The shape of the fire hearths
at Popeşti-Nucet dava were mainly
rectangular125. The case of House
no. 1 from Trench Π is very interesting. Here three superimposed
hearths were found: the lower one
was trapezium shaped (0.55-0.60 x
0.65-0.80 m), the middle one most
likely rectangular (the northern side
= 1.25-1.30 m) and the last, upper
one also squared (the preserved
length is 0.62 m) but unlike the
others, this last one was decorated126. Hearth no. 4, made of clay
Fig. 10. Radovanu – Second Gorgana. Hearths from the Surface no. Q, IInd and I levels
was possibly interior127, had a rec(photo by L. Mecu).
tangular shape (0.82 x 0.72 m).
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Fig. 9. Radovanu – Second Gorgana. Hearth from the Surface Q,
IInd level (photo by L. Mecu).
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11, 13, 14), rhomboidal (Hearths nos. 8, 9, 10 = 0.72 x
0.70 m, 12) and rectangular (Hearth no. 15).
The Hearth no. 16 found in Deepened House
no. 51 was trapezium shaped (0.35 x 0.30 m), Hearth
no. 17 from House no. 62 was rhomboidal, Hearth
no. 18 from House no. 53 was square (0.97 x 0.97
m) and decorated, Hearth no. 19 from House no. 54
oval (0.90 x 0.75 m), Hearth no. 21 from House no. 10
pentagonal (0.85 x 0.90 m), and Hearth no. 22 from
House no. 42 triangle shaped139.
Some of Bragadiru’s surface houses were
provided with fire hearths found in the northernnorthwestern corners and raised directly on a clay
stratum140. A part of the hearths found at Grădiştea141
were identified inside deepened houses (Houses
nos. 1, 4, 8, 9 and 14) and inside surface houses
(Houses nos. 1, 4, 10, 16 and 17). Other hearths were
exterior (Hearths nos. 1-9). They had an oval, round or
trapezium shape and were made of stones (Surface
House no. 1) or clay. Their dimensions were generally
modest.
The three hearths from the 3rd house at
Borduşani-Popina were, most likely, all rectangular142.
The first one (0.90 x 0.77 m) was raised on a sand
stratum, the second on a stone bed and the third
one was raised directly on the floor (almost squared,
fragmentized = 0.80 m). The second one had a chimb.
One of the 4th house hearths was made on a ceramic
fragments support143. The hearth discovered in House
no. 8 was round shaped144, with a diameter of 0.75
m. Another two hearths with the same shape were
noticed in House no. 9145. The hearth from House no.
11 was made on a stratum of earth and stones146.
The fire hearths from Satu Nou – Valea lui Voicu
settlements were raised both inside the dwellings and
outside them147, generally in the middle of the floor or
near one of the sides. Most of them were round (with
the diameter of 1.00 m or more), but some rectangular
ones with chimb, were also found.

Decorated hearths (altars)
An altar-decorated hearth (registered as Decorated Hearth no. 3)148 was found in the 5th square of
Trench no. XXV investigated in 2005 campaign in
Radovanu – Second Gorgana. It was placed south of
House no. 30 and belonged to the second Getic level.
DH no. 3 was made on a beaten clay plinth and had a
surface of 1.20 x 1.10 m. The corded decoration was
composed of two cross displayed axis.
The altar-hearth noticed in the 15th square
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Trohani 2006, 17. Another fire instalation turned out to be an altarhearth.
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Hearth no. 15 from House no. 8 was oval with 1.35
x 1.00 m dimensions128. The shape and dimensions
of the plane hearth found in House no. 9, Hearth no.
17, could not be established129. A series of exterior fire
installations with domestic purpose were discovered
at Popeşti – Nucet130.
The remains of 12 hearths were noticed in
Trench Π. Some of them had rectangular shape
(Hearth no. 11 = 0.80 x 0.60 m; Hearth no. 16 = 0.70
x 0.44 m), some oval (Hearth no. 13 = 1.05 x 0.90
m; Hearth no. 18 = 1.40 x 0.80 m), trapezium shaped
(Hearth no. 14) or square (Hearth no. 19 = 1.20 x 1.20
m; Hearth no. 23 = 1.00 x 1.00 m).
On the perimeter of House no. 1 from MironeştiConacul lui Palade was discovered Hearth no. 1, 80%
preserved (max. dimensions: 1.00 x 0.80 m) which
was raised over a bed of ceramic fragments along
with an abundant animal bones material131. The hearth
from Puranii de Sus (Teleorman County)132 was similar
to the previous one.
Circle shaped or oval were also the hearths found
in Căscioarele-Greaca-Prundu horizon dwellings133.
The diameters of those from Şuviţa Hotarului varied
from 0.40 to 0.80 m (Hearth nos. 3, 4, 7). The exterior
Hearth no. 1, raised on a plinth of stones found at
Suharna had a 1.00 m diameter; instead, the round
ones from the surface dwellings reached a diameter
of 0.35 m, and the oval ones the dimension of 1.40 x
1.00 m134. The interior hearths from Valea Coşarului
made exclusively by clay had round shape, as well as
those made on a pebbles and sand support135.
An oval shaped exterior hearth (Hearth no.
1) with the max. diameter of 0.68 m discovered at
Cătălui had a chimb of about 0.06 m136. In Vlădiceasca
– Ghergălăul Mare settlement were discovered both
interior hearths (Hearth no. 2 in House no. 16, almost
square = 1.35 x 1.42 m; Hearths nos. 3 and 4, first
one square – about 0.64 x 0.66 m – and decorated,
the second oval = 0.80 x 1.05 m) and exterior hearths
(Hearth no. 1 = 0.75 x 0.90 m)137. All hearths identified
during 1975 campaign were made exclusively of
clay138: Hearth no. 5 (House no. 30), Hearth no. 6
(House no. 18), Hearth no. 7 (House no. 19), Hearth
no. 8 (House no. 24), Hearth no. 9 (House no. 25),
Hearth no. 10 (House no. 35), Hearth no. 11 (House
no. 38), Hearth no. 12 (House no. 40), Hearth no. 13
(House no. 44), Hearth no. 14 (House no. 41), Hearth
no. 15 (House no. 42). Their shape was square
(Hearths nos. 5 = 0.75 x 0.75 m, 6, 7 = 0.60 x 0.60 m,
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of Trench no. XXV turned out to be an exterior fire
installation149. DH no. 4 (Fig. 11) must be attributed
to the second Getic level. It was placed south of
House no. 26 which was also provided with a hearth,
but not decorated. It was raised on a beaten clay
support and had the surface of 1.10 x 1.40 m. It
was provided with a decoration consisting of a twin
cord set diagonally, oriented in the direction of the
cardinal points.
Another undecorated, exterior, partially destroyed hearth was superimposed by the altar-hearth.
It was found at 0.25 m under and it was probably
also a fire installation belonging to the second Getic
level (Fig. 11).
In the 2008 campaign a new altar-hearth
(DH no. 5)150 was unearthed in Surface Q. Located
Fig. 11. Radovanu – Second Gorgana. Overlapping of Decorated
between Houses nos. 28 and 29. DH no. 5 (Fig. 12),
Hearth no. 4 and with an undecorated one (photo by A.
this hearth was exterior and had very likely a squared
Morintz).
shape (1.00 x 1.00 m) being north-south oriented.
The border consisted of two cord-lines impressed
in the soft clay. The square had its diagonals also
marked, with the same cord, oriented towards
northwest-southeast, respectively northeastsouthwest. This one, destroyed in its southern
part superimposed another undecorated fire
installation. Taking into consideration the small
distance between them, we believe that the
bottom hearth belonged also to the second Getic
level.
The last altar-hearth (DH no. 6) revealed in
Sector IIa, Surface R, raised in House no. 29151,
was attributed also to the second Getic level.
Unfortunately it is very badly preserved (Fig.
13). Its dimensions could not be established, but
it very possibly was smaller than DH no. 5 and
Fig. 12. Radovanu – Second Gorgana. Decorated Hearth no. 5 (photo by
with squared shape as well. Only the braided
L. Mecu).
incised diagonals could have been recognized.
Their orientation was also northeast-southeast
respectively northeast-southwest.
The 2005-2008 campaigns led, in the northern
part of the settlement, to the discovery of four altarhearths. They all had squared shape and were
attributed to the second Getic level. A single one was
identified inside a construction area (rather an annex
than a house). The other three were exterior. These
altar-hearths were raised using the same technique,
on a beaten clay support with few impurities. The
main ornament was formed by the diagonals incised
in the creamy clay, with the twisted cord. One of them
surely had the frame made in the same manner.
Previous investigations made on Second
Gorgana unearthed the first decorated hearthsaltars. Thereby, a round altar-hearth152 was researched in the first sector of the mound, in House

Fig. 13. Radovanu – Second Gorgana. Decorated Hearth no. 6
(photo by L. Mecu).
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and Bucureşti-Tei169. According to recent hypothesis,
the apse would have had a religious function170, based on its northern orientation.
Among these apse constructions, an apparently significant role is attributed to the house from
Popeşti – Nucet, where was also discovered, as
previously discussed, an altar-decorated hearth171.
This house was considered to be a temple, having the
specific rooms-cella and naos-which every classic
temple has. The altar-hearth was identified exactly
in the place which can be named cella. Another
apse building functioned in a previous chronological
phase under this temple.
Starting from Popeşti – Nucet case, where
the temple had inside the cella an altar-decorated
hearth, we can take into consideration the idea that
all constructions in which such fire installations were
found were probably sanctuaries. This situation can
be seen in the case of the two houses discovered
in Sector I, at Radovanu (Houses nos. 2 and 9).
Along these two sanctuaries we must add, following
the same logic, the other construction from Sector
II (House no. 29) which is provided with an altarhearth.
In this way the number of sanctuaries from the
dava rises to three at present. It is possible that these
houses provided with altar-hearths “served” only one
family. On the other hand it cannot be excluded that
the exterior altar-hearths (DH nos. 3, 4 and 5) could
have been used by more than one family / house. Of
course these observations are, for the time, difficult
to prove, remaining at the stage of work hypotheses.
Furthermore, another question arises, whether the
sanctuaries and the altar-hearths were all at once
in use, or at least some of them. If the answer is
affirmative, which is very likely, that means that the
mound’s group of inhabitants was divided in several
factions (families? clans?). We also cannot exclude
the thought that the davae “residents” were the
social, economic and religious elites, representing
more than one entity (“blood-related? administrativerelated? other form of connection?”) that are believed
to have inhabited the terrace from behind the small
hill and surrounding the nowadays locality.
Two exterior altar-hearths (DH no. 4 and
5) from the dava are superimposed, as previously
discussed, other undecorated ones. A similar
superimposition case of a decorated hearth over
an undecorated hearth was documented also at
Popeşti – Nucet. Except that these were found inside
a house, House no. 1 from the Trench II. In such
context, we ask ourselves if that building functioned
as a sanctuary only from the moment when the altarhearth was raised on, or it had an earlier similar role?
Likewise, if the two exterior decorated altar-hearths
169

Rosetti 1932, 12 f. and fig. 23; Vulpe R. 1966, 39 and fig. 34: inside the
house a grave was also discovered.

170

Bodó 2000, 262.
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no. 2/1971. Slightly convex, it was1.20 m in diameter
and it was decorated with five circles incised in the
soft clay made with a twisted cord. All circles had a
0.09 m diameter; one of them was placed in a central
position and another one can be seen in the heath’s
corner. The last circles were disposed towards the
four cardinal points.
Another decorated altar-hearth was identified
in the center of House no. 9/1975-1977153. Even
if it was not well preserved, much evidence led to
the conclusion that its shape was squared and its
dimensions were 0.50 x 0.50 m. The borders were
shaped with a frame incised in the soft clay with a
cord. Another square, with sides of 0.32 m realized in
the same way, was doubled inside by a third square
of 0.32 x 0.32 m, formed in a similar manner. Circles
of 0.10 m were incised following the same technique
in each corner of the last square.
As already mentioned above, considering
their inventory (the decorated hearths, vessels with
possible ritual connotations, goldsmith tools etc.)
the two constructions (Houses nos. 2 and 9) were
considered to have had a special function/role, even
possible sanctuaries154.
On the occasion of another article155 we
focused on the altar-hearths from South Romania.
Such fire installations were discovered along Argeş
River at Popeşti-Nucet156, but also at Căscioarele
– D’aia Parte157, Schitu – La Conac158, Popeşti –
Leordeni159, Bucureşti-Dealul Mihai Vodă160, Piscu
Crăsani161, Vlădiceasca – Gherghălăul Mare162,
Borduşani – Popină163, Târcov, Cârlomăneşti164,
Fântânele165 and Zimnicea166.
Special types of Getic surface dwellings, classified by most research specialists as sanctuaries167
are the ones with apse168. Such constructions have
not been discovered so far at Radovanu. Some of
these are rectangular, with a circle side. In Muntenia,
this kind of structure can be encountered at Cetăţeni
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(diameter of 1.95 m) and high walls of 0.80 m, as well
as a “door bordered by an arched clay frame”173. In
House no. 11 from Chirnogi-Rudărie two blacksmith
ovens were discovered174. Another fireplace-oven
with domestic purposes was found in a border175. At
Satu Nou – Valea lui Voicu the ovens were identified
exclusively in several houses’ perimeter176. These
were made by gathering yellow clay in the same place,
and then digging the “burning chamber”. Such ovens
can be found at Grădiştea177 inside few deepened
houses (such Deepened House no. 8) or surface
dwellings (Surface House no. 4, made of stones,
Surface Houses nos. 16 and 17, made of clay).

– First Gorgana: The Getic oven (photo by A. Năl-
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Fig. 17. Radovanu
bitoru).

Fig. 6. Radovanu – Second Gorgana. Stone agglomerations
(photo by L. Mecu).

from Radovanu were used for ritual purposes, could
the ones that were found under them have had the
same role? Does a fire installation become an altar
only after it is ornamented with different geometric
shapes, or it can have a ritual purpose without being
decorated?
First Gorgana
Oven
Taking into account the small scale investigated
area of the First Gorgana, the traces of a single
fire installation were found. We are referring to the
domestic oven found in House no. 2. Its dimensions
were: 0.35 m in length and 0.30 m in height (Fig.
17)172. The oven’s arch was preserved in elevation,
until near its center, and its fireplace was built on big
vessel fragments.
Ovens were found also at the Popeşti – Nucet
dava. We remind the round oven with the diameter of
1.85 m from the above mentioned kitchen, and another
probably exterior one, which had a circular fireplace
172

Şerbănescu et alii 2009, 180.

***
As it can be seen, at Radovanu-Second Gorgana
a rule regarding the houses orientation didn’t exist, as
we have seen already. In the construction’s perimeter
and their proximity there are groups of pits of different
sizes. Some were ritual some for supplies and most of
them had household use178. The spaces between the
houses were not too large, the width varying between
0.60 m to 2.00 m. Few such “corridors” were covered
here and there with stones (Fig. 6). Besides, a stoned
“alley” slightly curved was identified in the Gorgana’s
central area, in Sector I. A question that rises is the
following: admitting the lack of constructions, could
the area have functioned as a public place?
The constructions researched during 20042008 campaigns in Sector II showed us that their
activity was interrupted as a result of fire. In the same
situation were the surface houses placed on First
Gorgana. The houses belonging to the second Getic
level from Sector I of Second Gorgana were also
destroyed by a fire179. Most likely this stage habitation
has ended somewhere around the year 60 BC180.
Regarding the employment of mainly used materials and the construction techniques, the Getae surface dwellings dating from 2nd-1st centuries BC from
Radovanu (but generally encountered in Southern
Romania’s area) are not different from those specific
to previous chronologic phases (4th-3rd centuries BC).
This statement can be supported by the surface houses discovered, among others, in Căscioarele-GreacaPrundu area (Şuviţa Hotarului181, La Borovină182,
Coinea I and Coinea II183, Valea Coşarului184, Valea
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Fântânilor , La Stână , D’aia Parte ) (Călăraşi
and Giurgiu County), but also at Budeşti (Călăraşi
County)188, Gâldău-Pietroiu – Boureanu189, Mihail
Kogălniceanu (Ialomiţa County), Petrişoru – Ulmii lui
Ţârlea (Buzău County)190, Satu Nou – Vadu Vacilor191
and Valea lui Voicu192 (Constanţa County).
The huts dating from 2nd to 1st centuries BC
from southeastern Romania were also built similarly
to those specific to the previous period (4th-3rd
185

186

187

centuries BC). Actually this evidence is attested by the
discoveries made in Căscioarele-Greaca-Prundu area
(Şuviţa Hotarului193, Coinea I and Coinea II194, Valea
Fâtânilor195, La Stână196, D’aia Parte197), those from
Bucu-Pochină198, Gâldău-Pietroiu – Boureanu199 and
Petrişoru – Ulmii lui Ţârlea200.

185

Sîrbu 1996d, 65: House no. 1.

193

186

Sîrbu 1996e, 75: House no. 8.

Sîrbu, Damian 1996a, 20: Deepened House no. 2.

194

187

Sîrbu 1994, 27 f.; Şerbănescu 1998: Houses nos. 10, 11 and 12 from
level I; Houses nos. 5, 7 and 8 from level II; Houses nos. 1, 2, 3, 6 and
9 from level III.

Sîrbu, Damian 1996c, 41: Deepened House no. 1, with rectangular
shape, with the length of 4.00 m; 50: Deepened House no. 1, rectangular, with the length of 3.50 m.

195

188

Sîrbu, Pandrea, Şimon, Damian, Popa 1997, 150: House no. 3, with the
maintained dimensions of 2.60 x 1.25 m.

Sîrbu 1996d, 65: Deepened Houses nos. 1 (oval, with the maximum
length 3.20 m) and 2 (rectangular, with rounded corners).

196

189

Sîrbu, Oprea, Rădulescu, 1997, 210: Surface House no. 1.

Sîrbu 1996e, 74: Deepened House no. 1.

197

Trohani 1981, 45, 47: House no. 3.

Sîrbu 1994, 27; Şerbănescu 1998.

198

Renţea 2004, 139 ff.: 22 deepened house.

190
191

192

Irimia, Conovici, Ganciu 2007, 85 f.: House no. 1 (about 5.75 x 4.50
m).
Irimia, Conovici 1990, 86.

199

Sîrbu, Oprea, Rădulescu, 1997, 210: Deepened House no. 1.

200

Trohani 1981, 45, 47: Housse nos. 1 and 2.
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